
EMF Sprint #1 – Preview 
 
Please don’t waste The Serb’s preceious time.  EMF Sprint?  
Golf made like The Serb’s own Formula 1?  What is it?  The 
Serb doesn’t know.   How does it work?  That’s what The 
Serb would like to know about it!   
 
Here’s what The Serb does know… 
 

• There is a pole position.  BT3 has that.  Can’t mean 
much.  Doesn’t.  Glorified tie breaker to break 
what would be a Glorified tie 

• There are teams.  Who are the teams?  The Serb 
doesn’t know that.  Drawing cards from a giant’s 
deck.  Right before tee time?  The Serb is 
inhumane(sp?) but this is the horse before the 
cart, man! 

• The players will crash and many will be forced to retire from the competition before it is ends.  The Serb has observed 
this phenomenon in most every Major to date so nothing so novel, but nice to make the S-Notice a little more official 
at least once. 

• FINALLY The Serb sees the Majors create real consequences (beside the more clandestine handicap hijinks that only 
The Serb knows of) for those cheapest of asses that won’t shell out a few wooden nickels for a “sanctioned” boat 
anchor.  Bravo, Majors.  Bravo.  TBK – you are indeed a cheap ass.    Enjoy having no tie breakers and starting 10th of 
8...loser. 

• This crew is on the frickin’ road!  Never before without The Serb’s boy Kirok.  The Serb relishes in the commitment 
to this new “Event”.  To endure a long long ride to STL and then, as if that was not enough, having to watch the 
obviously overmatched Jo Jo Cardinals take on the mighty A’s?  From the sponsor’s sky box?  Wow.   That shows real 
– as The Serb’s other boy Maxey Verstappy would say – Cay hoon ers.   

• Nobody should really care about all that, because this crap pays more places than competitors.  The Serb guesses it 
is in honor of big sister DHB – where it is self esteems-ville to the max, bro.   

• If you really do care (more than The Serb), then you’ll need to read the destructions (the discord and/or Majors 
sweet heinie of a webby).  It may not all make sense.  No doubt these numbies are gonna have to make some of this 
junk up as they go.   
 

The Serb’s Analysis:   
 
The Serb is simply grasping a bit here.  The Grid is in the corner.  Plain as day.  Good field?  Maybe.  Eight only.  Four teams is 
only the rumor.  Every player is a very known quantity.  It is straight-on low net – but best avoid the biggest numbers to finish 
and the bigger numbers to avoid some embarrassing penalties.  Some will.  Some will not.   

 
The Serb’s Predictions:   
 
The Event, no matter how egregious and arbitrary, will absolutely be a fudge fest (ghetto dictionary for hit).  But things will 
change.  The event will adapt as all these beauties do, but it will live on!  The Serb will do this again for TNAI EMF Sprint #2 in 
the coming years and The Serb will certainly act more interested.   
 
For EMF Sprint #1:  Here is the best you get from The Serb… 
 
Finishers (survival of the fattists):  BT3, STL, ERN, TBK 
Retired (go big and go home):  LUF, TST, W, DOED 
On the Podium:  STL (1), TBK (2), BT3 (3), & the team with the most points (1) 
 

EMF Sprint Winner #1:  STL     

EMF Sprint - 1 Gateway National

Player Index

Index 

Starting 

Position

Starting 

Grid 

Points

BT3 5.3 1 1.0

STL 7.2 2 0.9

ERN 9.8 3 0.8

LUF 9.9 4 0.7

W 11.2 5 0.6

DOED 11.2 6 0.5

TST 14.6 7 0.4

* TBK 14.0 8 0.3

*incurred a three position grid penalty for 

failure to maintain a USGA sanctioned index.


